I can see a Wibble on my hand.
INSTRUCTIONS:

Beaver Ed's Beaver Tales is the silliest, funniest, happiest, craziest, most awesome word game you'll ever play.

Just follow these simple directions:

Before every story in this book, you'll find four columns of words, each marked with a symbol.

Each symbol represents the following:

- **Symbol**
  - **Noun**
  - **Verb**
  - **Adjective**
  - **Wacky words**

In each story, you'll find blank spaces marked with any one of the symbols above. Fill in each blank space with a word from that column until all the blank spaces in the story are filled. Finally, read your Beaver Tales aloud to see what kind of wacky, silly, hilarious story you've created.

Change the words and you'll have a different story every time!
Review

Just so you know:

A NOUN

is the name of a person, place or thing.

Teacher, park, ear, and bus are nouns.

A VERB

is an action word.

Fly, run, throw, and bite are verbs.

An ADJECTIVE

describes something or somebody.

Fat, tall, cute, round, and thick are adjectives.

A WACKY WORD

is any word that will make the story wackier.
### Nouns
- Gerbil
- Shoe
- Dust bunny
- Horse
- Monster
- Ladybug
- Giant
- Cat
- Giraffe
- Hippopotamus
- Elephant
- Muffin

### Adjectives
- Nasty
- Fat
- Skinny
- Round
- Slimy
- Stinky
- Boring
- Tall
- Old
- Squishy
- Curly
- Chunky

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

### Verbs
- Walk
- Ride
- Yodel
- Shimmy
- Fart
- Jump
- Cry
- Scream
- Shake
- Burp
- Sing
- Tickle

### Wacky Words
- Wooly
- Wonky
- Zooby
- Snuffy
- Schnacky
- Yerby
- Yacky
- Yucky
- Ewwwwy
- Crinky
- Clanky
- Clunky
School’s Out

Now that summer vacation is here, I really feel ___________.

I don’t know whether I should ___________ or ___________.

Imagine, no school for two ___________ months! I thought I’d just sit
around and play with my ___________ all day,

but my ___________ had other plans. She said now that I’m home for 2
___________ months, I should ___________ with my brother and

think about getting a ___________. My face turned ___________.

Is she ___________? I’m just a little ___________. My Dad said I

was much too ___________ to ___________ for the summer and

suggested we ___________ all day instead. Suddenly, I miss my

___________ school.
Summer Camp

Nouns

Card
Banana
Brush
Hat
Cavity
Booger
Sock
Radio
Pickle
Toilet paper
Wig
Kite

Adjectives

Goofy
Firm
Little
Tiny
Fancy
Muddy
Weird
Cool
Awesome
Chilly
Bony
Strange

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

Verbs

Sniffing
Crying
Itching
Scratching
Wheezing
Swinging
Burping
Grabbing
Booing
Farting
Coughing
Dancing

Wacky Words

Quinky
Torpee
Tupee
Wala-Wala
Summy
Sturby
Farky
Caca-laca
Purpee
Schnizzie
Bizzy
Fizzzy
Summer Camp

When the ____________ school bus pulled up to Camp ____________,

I could barely hold on to my ____________. There, before my eyes, was my ____________ arch nemesis ____________ Gary the ____________ king. How could that ____________ good-for-nothing be camping at the same ____________ place? I felt like ____________, but I knew that would make Mr. ____________-breath start ____________. So I did what any ____________ would do in my place: I took his ____________ and started ____________ on it ____________ in front of everyone. To my surprise, he laughed his ____________ off, and from that day on, we became best friends.
**Nouns**

- Oranges
- Lemons
- Crackers
- Carrots
- Grapes
- Mud pies
- Snow cones
- Baked beans
- Vegetable soup
- Doughnuts
- Tea bags
- Sandwiches

**Adjectives**

- Slippery
- Stupid
- Greasy
- Wet
- Awful
- Horrible
- Mushy
- Moldy
- Horrible
- Crunchy
- Stinky
- Smelly

*Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.*

**Verbs**

- Belching
- Snorting
- Choking
- Pointing
- Sniffing
- Whispering
- Pulling
- Running
- Burping
- Dancing
- Kissing
- Eating

**Wacky Words**

- Booly
- Fooly
- Schnooly
- Schnappy
- Schloppy
- Schlimpy
- Lippy
- Squeezeze
- Swazzy
- Wizzy
- Woozy
- Bloobie
Family Vacation

In my __________ opinion, the only thing more __________ than

family vacation is ___________. First, we have to pack ___________

____________ nice and neat in our __________ suitcases; then we

have to drive for three __________ days in a __________ car. To

keep us quiet, Mom buys us __________ and __________

____________. Like that's supposed to work. When we arrive, my Dad's

t-shirt is so __________ he has to clean up in a bath of __________

____________. I guess that's from all the __________ he and Mom

do during the __________ car ride. Despite that, we still manage to have

a __________ time. Even if Dad can't stop __________!
The Pool

Nouns

Hospital
Sock
Hairbrush
String bean
Mitten
Ear Muff
Scarf
Fish
Toilet
Sea Urchin
Otter
Seal

Adjectives

Rusty
Slimy
Stupid
Wild
Dull
Damp
Drenched
Horrible
Nasty
Boring
Hideous
Soggy

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

Verbs

Sweating
Boiling
Freezing
Bubbling
Snickering
Jogging
Puking
Shopping
Rushing
Dreaming
Kicking
Leaking

Wacky Words

Wiffy
Woofy
Wawky
Wooky
Tooty
Poopy
Swishy
Swashy
Swooshy
Droobie
Drabby
Nee-nee
The Pool

When the temperature rises and it gets ______________ outside, there's no better place to be than the local ______________. I mean, who can refuse a big filled with ______________. water? It's perfect for ______________ with all your friends.

Not only is it a great place to play with your favorite ______________, it's great for ______________. It doesn't matter what time of day you go, there is always a ______________ or ______________ to say hello to. I like to grab my ______________, jump off the ______________ diving board and splash the girls ______________ by the side of the pool.

What could be more ______________?
The Picnic

**Nouns**
- Underwear
- Garbage
- Meat
- Cement
- Mud
- Hair
- Fish
- Gerbil
- Rat
- Baseball
- Pickles

**Adjectives**
- Rusty
- Slimy
- Stinky
- Wet
- Moldy
- Soggy
- Rotten
- Rubbery
- Silly
- Horrible
- Smelly
- Lumpy

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

**Verbs**
- Wrecking
- Boiling
- Freezing
- Burning
- Ruining
- Poisoning
- Painting
- Demolishing
- Scorching
- Licking
- Kicking
- Trashing

**Wacky Words**
- Buggy
- Wuggy
- Scnuggy
- Sluggy
- Ploomy
- Gooey
- Pooey
- Wunky
- Slunky
- Fizzy
- Purpee
- Schnooky
The Picnic

This Saturday, my Mom, Dad and my ____________ ____________ are ____________ ____________ going on a family picnic to the ____________ ____________ National Park. Naturally, I was in charge of ____________ the ____________ lunch.

For starters, I’m making a summer punch filled with ____________ juice and my secret ingredient: ____________

__________ ! Then I am ____________ something really special: ____________

crackers with melted ____________ and ____________

salad with ____________ tomatoes. I am also ____________ some extra ____________ sandwiches just in case my ____________ -haired cousin ____________ joins us. For dessert, I made iced ____________ with ____________

__________ . Mmmm! Mmmm! I can hardly wait!
Lemonade Stand

**Nouns**
- Ants
- Socks
- Cows
- Bones
- Trees
- Computers
- Clocks
- Lettuce
- Muffins
- Coffee
- Cucumbers
- Diapers

**Adjectives**
- Horrible
- Beautiful
- Rotten
- Oily
- Fatty
- Rusty
- Dirty
- Filthy
- Grimy
- Disgusting
- Skinny
- Cute

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

**Verbs**
- Eat
- Choke
- Drink
- Chop
- Burp
- Cook
- Squash
- Spill
- Throw
- Steam
- Boil

**Wacky Words**
- Wonky
- Bugsy
- Winky
- Twinky
- Twankxy
- Slanky
- Farty
- Plinkee
- Razzie
- Floobie
- Moogy
- Mushee
Today the weatherman said it was going to be really __________ outside;

so I am going to __________ my annual __________ lemonade stand.

It's a great way to make some extra __________ for the summer. If you want
to sell your own lemonade, all you need is a dozen __________, a fresh pot
of __________ __________ and a bag of __________.

___________ . Then, just mix them all together. Or, add some fresh

___________ if you want to make it really __________. Some

people don't like __________, so I like to have a second pitcher with

___________ just in case. Either way, it's super
Collecting Bugs

**Nouns**

Teacher  
Baseball Bat  
Puppy  
Horse  
Gargoyle  
Leprechaun  
Kitty  
Monkey  
Hippo  
Elephant  
Cookie  
Doctor

**Adjectives**

Nasty  
Nutty  
Skinny  
Round  
Slimy  
Stinky  
Boring  
Crunchy  
Old  
Squishy  
Curly  
Chunky

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

**Verbs**

Walk  
Ride  
Hide  
Grab  
Paint  
Scratch  
Hug  
Scream  
Shake  
Burp  
Sing  
Tickle

**Wacky Words**

Tse tse  
Tingee  
Tangee  
Buzzy  
Mizzy  
Moozy  
Wawa  
Noo-noo  
Skwee-skwee  
Loopy  
Goo-ga  
Bizz-bizz
Collecting bugs

I love bugs! They are my favorite ____________ things in the whole world.

You know why? Because they are ____________ and ____________

especially the ____________ ones. I like to ____________ them in the

morning even though my ____________ says it’s better to ____________

them when the ____________ disappears. Sometimes,

I’ll take a/an ____________ and try to make them ____________.

It may sound strange, but I think they are even more ____________ than my friend’s ____________.

Of course, I’d never tell him that. Not only would he be ____________, it would probably bug him for days! Hee! Hee!
Drive-In Movie

Nouns

Tomatoes  
Oysters  
Chihuahuas  
Bunny rabbits  
Donuts  
Librarians  
Monkeys  
Grasshoppers  
Diapers  
Socks  
Pennies  
Flowers

Adjectives

Clumsy  
Expensive  
Smelly  
Dead  
Scary  
Panicky  
Shiny  
Large  
Homely  
Terrible  
Wild  
Super

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

Verbs

Walking  
Exercising  
Yodeling  
Gargling  
Typing  
Snoring  
Crying  
Cooking  
Shaking  
Burping  
Choking  
Laughing

Wacky Words

Wooshy  
Washy  
Woozy  
Poony  
Ca-ca  
Razzy  
Roople  
Schnoople  
Poople  
Doo-doo  
Gerby  
Humpty
Drive-In Movie

Tonight we're going to a drive-in movie. It's a double-feature with my all-time two favorites: Revenge of the ___________ and Killer ___________. The first movie has my favorite ___________ actor, ___________ Brad Boxman. He's so ___________. I have a ___________ poster of him on my wall wearing ___________. I love drive-in movies because we get to eat as many ___________ as we want. Plus, we do a lot of ___________ too. My Mom and Dad even brought big ___________ just in case we start ___________ and fall asleep.

The one thing I don't like about drive-in movies? All the people on dates, ___________ in the cars next to us. Yechhh!
Camping

**Nouns**
- Chickens
- Rats
- Mosquitoes
- Aardvarks
- Kangaroos
- Jugglers
- Circus clowns
- Teachers
- Dwarves
- Feet
- Tornadoes
- Underwear

**Adjectives**
- Tasty
- Chewy
- Scary
- Wicked
- Stupid
- Confused
- Expensive
- Angry
- Rich
- Sleepy
- Happy
- Creepy

*Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.*

**Verbs**
- Fly
- Drive
- Ride
- Soar
- Wiggle
- Dance
- Ski
- Swim
- Jump
- Hop
- Skate
- Leap

**Wacky Words**
- Wa-Na
- Fa-fa
- Fee-fee
- Poo paw
- Schnapper
- Durby
- Rabby
- Wooby
- Loo-loo
- Poo-pee
- Pee-poo
- Tootee
Camping

The best word to describe camping in the summer is _______________. It is a/an ________________ time to get close to _________________.

under the sun and live without ________________ or _________________.

As soon as we pitch the tent, my brother and I ________________ into the woods to look for _________________. We always get just enough so we can roast jumbo ________________ in the ________________ campfire.

During the day, we like to ________________ to the ________________ swimming hole and fish for _________________. Believe it or not, the best bait is dried _________________. Once we caught two _________________. But had to throw them back in the ________________ water because they were too _________________.
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Bike Riding

**Nouns**
- Spoon
- Beanie
- Goose
- Torpedo
- Gnome
- Piano
- Potato
- Pimento
- Flower
- Cookie
- Monkey
- Baseball

**Adjectives**
- Ugly
- Smelly
- Stupid
- Boring
- Filthy
- Heavy
- Damp
- Soggy
- Soft
- Wet
- Idiotic
- Fuzzy

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

**Verbs**
- Eat
- Ignore
- Change
- Grab
- Photograph
- Mix
- Sing
- Scream
- Shake
- Burp
- Belch
- Forget

**Wacky Words**
- Gnarby
- Farby
- Warbly
- Fizzy
- Soopy
- Doopy
- Woopy
- Troopy
- Coopy
- Moopy
- Noopy
- Smoopy
Bike Riding

Before you go bike riding, it's important to ___________ all the safety rules.

After all, you wouldn't want to be on your ___________ and crash into a/an ___________. First, before sitting on your ___________, make sure you have a ___________.

On your head and a ___________ on your ___________. Remember to look both ways before you ___________. And always remember to use the ___________ when you change lanes. If you ___________ these rules, you'll always have a ___________ time riding your ___________.
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A day at the beach

**Nouns**
- Clowns
- Lizards
- Garbage
- Hot dogs
- Rats
- Acrobats
- Wizards
- Gnomes
- Pianos
- Tomatoes
- Mosquitoes
- Aardvarks

**Adjectives**
- Rotten
- Polluted
- Sandy
- Rough
- Slimy
- Sticky
- Stinky
- Stale
- Yucky
- Crazy
- Horrible
- Disgusting

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

**Verbs**
- Screaming
- Burning
- Bowling
- Smelling
- Tickling
- Scratching
- Hugging
- Burping
- Choking
- Laughing
- Stretching
- Rotting

**Wacky Words**
- Stanky
- Stooley
- Schooly
- Crabby
- Namby
- Pamby
- Ramby
- Poilet
- Wiaper
- Diff
- Gank
- Gunk
A day at the beach

There is nothing like a ___________ beach in the summertime. Everywhere you look you can see ___________ and ___________ enjoying the ___________ day. I like to bring all my ___________ and start the festivities with a game called ___________. That's the one where you have to stand in the ___________ water, close your eyes and count to ten. Then, all the ___________ start ___________ on the sand. The first one to finish ___________ wins.

By the end of the day, we've done so much ___________ we can't wait to come back again.
**The Ice Cream Store**

**Nouns**

Hamster  
Moustache  
Dress  
Bowtie  
Girdle  
Anteater  
Pinata  
Gargoyle  
Ostrich  
Diaper  
Wig  
Pizza

**Adjectives**

Dark  
Smelly  
Nasty  
Evil  
Slimy  
Musty  
Juicy  
Miniature  
Fuzzy  
Hot  
Moldy  
Salty

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

**Verbs**

Crush  
Steal  
Scratch  
Grab  
Paint  
Jump  
Tickle  
Scream  
Shake  
Burp  
Sing  
Tickle

**Wacky Words**

Murgy  
Wurgy  
Woogy  
Noogie  
Rommy  
Funjee  
Birtle  
Furtle  
Nurtle  
Waddle  
Widdle  
Muggle
The Ice Cream Store

When I walked into ____________ Bob's Ice Cream store, I couldn't believe my eyes! Sitting on a ____________ in the corner was a ____________, eating the biggest iced ____________ in the world. He had a ____________ on his head and a giant ____________ that was covered in ____________ cherries. Next to him sat a/an ____________ wearing a bright ____________ and a large ____________. At first, I was terrified he was going to ____________ me with his ____________ but nothing happened. I guess even they need to cool down when it gets ____________ outside.
Scuba Diving

Nouns

Muffin  
Chihuahua  
Poodle  
Pancake  
Policeman  
Ladybug  
Cupcake  
Caterpillar  
Fairy  
Bean  
Beaver  
Clown

Adjectives

Shaggy  
Prickly  
Sticky  
Sharp  
Flaky  
Freezing  
Salty  
Plastic  
Massive  
Foolish  
Tired  
Grotesque

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

Verbs

Dancing  
Shopping  
Itching  
Peeing  
Skipping  
Crying  
Sweeping  
Baking  
Burping  
Skating  
Bathing  
Snoring

Wacky Words

Niggle  
Swiggle  
Taggle  
Toggle  
Noogle  
Hooky  
Schmooky  
Swink  
Woozy  
Swanny  
Flanky  
Trinkle
Scuba Diving

The moment I dove underwater, I knew this was going to be a ____________
time. This was, after all, the ____________ sea – famous
around the world for its ____________ . When I got to the
bottom, the first thing I saw was the ____________ eel. ____________
and ____________, it was a sight to see. I must admit, I was really scared
because I started ____________ . Luckily, I brought my ____________
to protect me from his notorious ____________ venom. Last, but not least, I saw a great white ____________.

But he was gone in a flash. Never to be seen ____________ again.
The Treehouse

**Nouns**
- Box
- Shoe
- Giant
- Hobo
- Bib
- Monster
- Hammer
- Bagel
- Boulder
- Spoon
- Baby
- Doctor

**Adjectives**
- Adorable
- Muddy
- Stupid
- Bulletproof
- Clumsy
- Horrendous
- Broken
- Crooked
- Easy
- Shaky
- Invisible
- Fun

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

**Verbs**
- Walk
- Ride
- Yodel
- Sneezes
- Cook
- Jump
- Cry
- Scream
- Shake
- Burp
- Sing
- Cough

**Wacky Words**
- Cubby
- Crinky
- Crooky
- Jinky
- Janky
- Junky
- Floozy
- Frazzle
- Crizzle
- Claw-claw
- Noo Ne"e
- Dooozilla
The Treehouse

Building a __________ tree house is __________ work, especially __________.

if you want it to be super __________. However, if you know how to __________,

any __________ can build one. The first thing you’ll need is a box of __________ tools. Before you start to __________, make sure you __________ have a sharp __________. Safety is also __________.

Make sure you wear a / an __________ __________ before you __________. It wouldn’t be __________ if you dropped a __________ on your foot or something. And if you find it’s too __________

to do, call your favorite __________ and ask her to do it. Now that sounds __________ like a really __________ plan.
Gone Fishing

**Nouns**

Mice  
Spoons  
Donkeys  
Monkeys  
Cowboys  
Gargoyles  
Lions  
Pennies  
Puzzles  
Hamburgers  
Bumble Bees  
Stingrays

**Adjectives**

Dirty  
Polluted  
Sleepy  
Hideous  
Angry  
Stingy  
Short  
Mighty  
Frail  
Ugly  
Rusty  
Stupid

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

**Verbs**

Chew  
Ride  
Squeeze  
Grab  
Hug  
Jump  
Catch  
Fight  
Shake  
Hunt  
Clean  
Tickle

**Wacky Words**

Woowoo  
Yooha  
Noo-noo  
Jaggy  
Juggy  
Jingly  
Boink-y  
Dingy  
Drabby  
Drooby  
Bee-bee  
Boo-boo
Gone Fishing

Today, my ____________ friend, Barney and I woke up early, grabbed our ____________ fishing rods and headed for the ____________ pond near my house. It had a reputation as the best place to ____________. I don’t know if that’s true, but it sure was ____________.

On the way, we met a couple of ____________ who asked us if we could ____________ their ____________. We said no, but instead we would be happy to ____________ their ____________ just to keep them ____________. When we got there, it seemed the whole ____________ town had the same idea. There weren’t any ____________ left in the ____________ water. Now that’s one fishing story no one will believe.
**Nouns**
- Rats
- Martians
- Cows
- Cakes
- Hair
- Chinchillas
- Chihuahuas
- Snakes
- Cats
- Hats
- Meat
- Aliens

**Adjectives**
- Bad
- Boring
- Ratty
- Stupid
- Awful
- Funny
- Corny
- Fat
- Grumpy
- Bashful
- Hairy
- Flabby

Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.

**Verbs**
- Fart
- Itch
- Yodel
- Scratch
- Lick
- Hop
- Buy
- Scream
- Shake
- Burp
- Run
- Tickle

**Wacky Words**
- Vorky
- Smorky
- Porky
- Blurbly
- Blabby
- Bingy
- Bongy
- Wingy
- Roggy
- Purkee
- Slonkee
- Wikky
Take me out to the ball game

The best part about baseball isn't the ___________ plays or the ___________. It's the seventh inning ___________.

because that's when we all get to ___________ and sing this song about ___________: Take me out to the ___________ game, take me out with the ___________.

with the ___________. I don't care if I never get ___________. Let me root, ___________.

for the ___________.

If they don't ___________, it's a shame.

For it's one, two, three ___________, you're ___________,

at the old ball game.
# Barking Spot

## Nouns
- Gerbil
- Broom
- Sandwich
- Cookie Jar
- Mango
- Costume
- Cat
- Statue
- Banana
- Sandal
- Muffin
- Pyjamas

## Adjectives
- Flabby
- Chubby
- Miniature
- Flat
- Dull
- Bubbly
- Electrifying
- Evil
- Devious
- Silly
- Quiet
- Nasty

*Hey Kids... Use the words on this page or make up your own words for each story.*

## Verbs
- Scratching
- Biting
- Yodeling
- Itching
- Cutting
- Breaking
- Crying
- Howling
- Kissing
- Burping
- Snoring
- Twitching

## Wacky Words
- Floony
- Goony
- Gooby
- Goober
- Rooney
- Stooper
- DumDum
- Doogie
- Woggle
- Cranny
- Cooty
- Tinkle
Barking Spot

It was 6 o’clock in the morning, and the _______ _______ dog

was _______ his head off. I couldn’t believe it. My Mom started

and told me to go see what he was _______ _______ for.

Half asleep, I put on my _______ _______ and went

downstairs. The dog was standing on a / an _______,

barking at a little _______ in the corner. Somehow, it had snuck into

the house and was looking for a / an _______.

I decided to take a / an _______ and scare it away, but it looked at me and just started _______.

Is this anyway to start a summer day?
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Hi. I'm Beaver Ed.

Grab a pencil, pull up a chair and put your silly hat on because you're about to play Beaver Tails.

squishy fun that'll have you yodelling

with all your favourite diapers.

Play by yourself or with a bunch of friends! It's guaranteed fun and great laughs from start to finish!
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